
YardExpert
TM

Creates visibility to warehouse of what is on incoming vehicles in 

the yard, enabling prioritization of assignment of vehicles to docks 

and unloading according to the needs in the warehouse.
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and wait time in the yard.

Extends the management of your distribution facility beyond the four 
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the yard.

Tracks pertinent information about vehicles, including source, status 

and usage information; who brought the vehicle and who owns it, 

where the vehicle is, what is on it and how long it has been there, 

where and when is the vehicle expected to go.

Extends the management and optimization of warehouse receiving 

and shipping operations, resulting in improved throughput and 

customer service.

Provides effective task organization of vehicle moves transmitted 

by RF to yard jockeys. This enables warehouse personnel to know 

which vehicles need to be moved, their location in the yard, the 

location to which they are going and which yard jockeys are 

available to do the job. It also allows them to match work tasks with 

available vehicles.
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YardExpert
TM

Automated dock scheduling

Yard jockey task management via RF

Calculating loading / unloading time

Yard gate check-in and check-out

Real-time yard visibility through 

graphic display

RTLS / RFID tracking of vehicle position 

in yard
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in yard

Managed receiving capacity by door and 

by warehouse

Inventory stored in vehicles in the yard

Yard analytics and reporting

Lack of synchronization between warehouse 

operations and vehicles movements in the yard 

often leads to costly operational bottlenecks 

that negatively affect throughput and customer 

service.

Not-optimized dock scheduling leads to poor 

dock utilization, excessive work of warehouse 

receiving personnel and overtime.

Made4net's Yard Management System, 

YardExpert™, turns these challenges into 

an opportunity by providing the necessary 

management tools to optimize yard vehicle 

movements and dock utilization while extending 

warehouse visibility.

YardExpert™ Key Features:


